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QUESTION 1

An administrator assigns the coordinator disks to a cluster, then starts I/O fencing; but the fencing driver displays the
following error message: 

Which action should the administrator perform to clear the error message and configure the I/O fencing to the local
cluster? 

A. use the command vxfenswap to replace the coordinator disk group 

B. use the command vxfenadm to remove the key 

C. use the command vxfenconfig to configure the vxfen driver 

D. use the command vxfenclearpre to clear the key 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Which requirements must an administrator meet prior to implementing an InfoScale Availability cluster that includes both
physical and virtual machines? 

A. ensure all systems in the cluster have access to virtualized storage devices 

B. ensure shared storage supports SCSI-3 persistent reservations 

C. ensure VMware HA VM monitoring is enabled 

D. ensure the systems have access to the same shared storage devices 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

For which two virtual machine types does Veritas Cluster Server provide agents? (Choose two.) 

A. IBM LPAR 

B. Citrix Xen 

C. Oracle Virtual Machines (OVM) for SPARC 

D. Oracle Virtual Box 
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E. HP nPARs 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 4

Where is the sysoffline trigger executed if a node goes into a jeopardy state or leaves the cluster? 

A. on all nodes in the cluster regardless of state 

B. on the node that goes offline by entering a jeopardy state or leaving the cluster 

C. on all the nodes in the cluster that are still in a RUNNING state 

D. on the lowest numbered system in the cluster with a RUNNING state 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

An administrator has removed a node from the cluster. After system maintenance, the administrator notices that the
remaining cluster nodes will no longer form a cluster. 

Which file will be used by the cluster at startup to determine the number of nodes required to form a cluster? 

A. /etc/gabtab 

B. /etc/llttab 

C. /etc/vxfentab 

D. /etc/llthosts 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

The hastatus command shows a service group in the AutoDisabled state, and Veritas Cluster Server is unsuccessful in
bringing the service group online automatically. 

Which command can the administrator use to reset the AutoDisabled attribute? 

A. hagrp -autoenable -sys  

B. hagrp -forceonline -sys  

C. hagrp -enable -sys -auto 

D. hagrp -modify AutoDisabled 0 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 7

Which type of VMware disks are supported for SCSI-3 disk-based I/O fencing in a VMware in-guest cluster? 

A. raw device mapping with virtual compatibility mode 

B. raw device mapping with physical compatibility mode 

C. virtual machine disks (vmdk) with physical compatibility mode 

D. virtual machine disks (vmdk) from a VMFS datastore 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 8

Which resource type can an administrator use to mirror the state of another persistent resource? 

A. Phantom 

B. Proxy 

C. VolumeSet 

D. NotifierMngr 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

An administrator needs to set up a service group dependency with the following characteristics: 

1. 

The parent group depends on the child group being online on the same system. 

2. 

If the child group faults, the parent group should be taken offline. 

3. 

If the parent group faults, the child should go offline. Which type of dependency is this? 

A. online local soft 

B. online global hard 

C. online local hard 

D. online site firm 
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Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

An administrator needs to determine which coordinator disks or coordination point servers are being used for fencing. 

Which file is created by the fencing driver at cluster startup and contains the needed information? 

A. /etc/vxfenmode 

B. /etc/vxfendg 

C. /etc/vxfentab 

D. /etc/vxfen.d 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 11

An administrator receives the following message: 

Which command should the administrator run to recover from the failure? 

A. hastart 

B. harecover 

C. haagent 

D. hatype 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

Which two requirements must be met to allow an administrator to configure LLT heartbeats over UDP? (Choose two.) 

A. The LLT private links must be on the same subnet. 

B. Each NIC must have an IP address configured before configuring LLT. 
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C. LLT must be configured in the same subnet. 

D. Each link must have a unique UDP port. 

E. Broadcast must be enabled for the heartbeat subnet. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 13

Which command should an administrator perform to transition a resource state from `waiting to go online\\' to `not
waiting\\' if the operation hangs on a particular resource? 

A. hagrp -flush 

B. hagrp -flush -force 

C. hares -flushinfo 

D. hares -clear 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 14

An administrator wants to configure a service group FailOverPolicy where VCS selects a system based on the
forecasted available capacity for all systems in the SystemList attribute. Cluster attribute Statistics is set to Enabled. 

Which FailOverPolicy must be selected? 

A. Priority 

B. Load 

C. RoundRobin 

D. BiggestAvailable 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 15

A cluster configured with disk based I/O fencing has two dedicated high-priority LLT links and one low-priority link over
public network interface. 

What is the state of the cluster if both high-priority links fail simultaneously? 

A. All nodes remain in regular GAB membership, but are also in jeopardy membership. 

B. The cluster is in a split-brain condition until at least one other LLT link is working. 
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C. The cluster with active service groups stays running, but the other shuts down. 

D. Service groups are unable to failover when resource faults occur, but can failover if a system fault occurs. 

Correct Answer: B 
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